Masking products

**Follex paint absorbent masking film**
White transparent film, printed to indicate the paint absorbent side. Film is light transparent to facilitate cutting, is static to cling to the vehicle and keep out overspray. Each roll will fit any dispenser and is folded so that it can be applied by just one person.

**Carmask paint absorbent masking film**
Transparent film printed to indicate the paint absorbent side. Film is light transparent to facilitate cutting away the surface to be painted. Carmask is sufficiently static to protect the vehicle from overspray and is folded in a way that the film can be unrolled, unfolded and cut by only one person.

**HDPE masking film**
Green transparent film for protection against indirect overspray. This film has not been made paint absorbent and can therefore only be used for masking in combination with paper. Economical solution for protecting stationary vehicles from dust.

**Hytiprotect 7 layer, paint absorbent masking film**
Blue-grey multi layered masking film of which the outer layer (blue) is paint absorbent. The grey side is static so that it clings to the vehicle and keeps out overspray, the grey colour also indicates that it should go on the inside so no mistakes are possible.

**Cutters and boxes for masking film**
Distributors, cutters and Mask 'n Go starter kit available

**Daevi masking film with tape**
Pre-cut, static, transparent film on easy to handle small rolls with tape allready attached to one side of the foil. No dispenser necessary since the film can be easily torn straight by hand. Handy for small masking jobs and on bumpers, mirrors and spoilers.

**Follex wheel well protection cover**
Re-usable canvas cover does not only protect the wheel and tire but the entire wheel well area from overspray. Grab both handles to tighten the cover, insert in wheel well and the steel spring will secure the cover inside the well. Cover can be washed!
**Aluminium protection film**

This film has been designed specifically for protecting plastic parts against high temperatures such as for instance infrared drying. Film can also be used to protect against grinding dust.

**Magnet Sheets**

Pliable magnet sheets with circular opening (370mm diameter). Fast masking for small primer jobs. Ideal for spot repairs.

**Car cover**

Fast masking with a re-usable (washable) car cover. Simply put the cover over the car and fold one of the many flaps to the inside.

**Joint stopper**

The perfect alternative or even superlative of the classic foamtape to be used for masking between two panels. As opposed to the foamtape Joint Stopper is applied from the outside which is an advantage, most certainly between front wing and door.

**Refinishing products**

**Supercup plastic mixing cups**

Transparent mixing cups clearly printed with the following mixing ratios; 2:1, 3:1, 4:1, 5:1 and content.

**Paint strainers for gravity fed spray guns**

Plastic paint strainer designed for placement inside the suction channel of the gravity cup of a spray gun.

**Metal plates, white with black coverage line over the entire length, size 105mm x 150mm.**

Metal plates, white or grey with black coverage line over the entire length, size 105mm x 150mm. Filing system for up to 1,000 plates. Holder and stand also available.
**Pressure sprayer**

Pressure sprayer for spraying all kinds of liquids.

Solvent resistant due to viton parts.

---

**Cleaning kit for spray guns**

Complete set of tools for cleaning and maintaining spray guns. 8 different brushes to clean the interior, 3 small brushes with holder and one large brush for the exterior. 6 needles with holder to clean the spray nozzle and a bottle of lubricant to maintain the moving parts.

---

**Problem solvers for refinishing**

**Auto Clean Gum**

Kneadable gum for the removal of paint overspray without harming the lacquer. Apply cleaner to the surface and take a piece of the gum to sand down the paint overspray. Special pad to use the gum on a polishing machine also available.

**Touch-up bottles**

Plastic touch up bottles with a content of 50ml. with a lid with integrated brush to touch up car paint. Comes with a plastic mixing bullet which makes this bottle suitable for water based paints and solvent based paints.

**Cleaning Needle Set**

Set contains one penholder with 10 replacement needles each individually packed in a blister. Needles have microscopic small hooks which makes it possible to remove dust from wet paint.

**Dust Removal File**

Dust file made of a very hard metal for removal of dust and dirt from dried paint. Available in a rectangular and a rounded shape for different types of surfaces.

**Touch Up Tips**

100 touch up tips packed in a convenient and dust free dispenser are ideal for touching up small paint damage. Plastic shaft with plush free tip is disposable, convenient and cheaper than a classic brush. Always a clean tip handy!
Adhesive and lifting products

Put Line foamtape
Rounded foam strip for masking joints between two panels. One side of the strip has been treated with heat resistant glue for fixation of the strip. Foam tape leaves no paint edges since it is designed to absorb paint.

Follex Logo Tape
Pack of 10 adhesive transfer strips to re-use decals in body work. Remove protective layer from the adhesive transfer, press decal down on to the adhesive and attach to the body work. Fast and easy.

Follex Lifting Tape 'multi'
Masking tape with two different sized plastic strips for masking around windows. The combination of two plastic strips makes it possible to use one tape for three different applications. Simply place one, two or two strips folded between rubber and panel and than pull away the rubber from the panel by attaching the tape to the window. Tape and strips are perforated every 42mm so they can be torn by hand.

Follex lifting wire
Hollow plastic wire for masking around windows with large rubbers (older type). By using the different tools the wire can be inserted under the rubber so the window can be masked off more easily and one can paint under the rubber.

Follex masking tape NG
Follex masking tape of the 'new generation' is thinner and more flexible. Does not leave glue behind after removal.
Follex Fine Line Tape
Plastic tape for specific masking tasks such as spraying of multiple colours, art-work or 'custom painting'. Several sizes available.

Follex fine line tape blue
Plastic tape for specific masking tasks such as spraying of multiple colours, art-work or 'custom painting'. The blue quality is thinner and more flexible. 7 different sizes available.

Double sided tape
Acrylic based tape for attaching strips on to vehicles. Acrylic as adhesive basis gives strong initial contact which offers superior adhesion given any temperatures.

Ductape
Strong but tearable fibre based tape, ideal as problem solver and very suitable for protecting the bodywork against sanding through paint on an adjacent area. Silver or black.

Personal protection & handcleaners

Polyester spray overall white
Re-usable washable spray overall with hood and breast pocket. Color standard white. Polyester as a base material has the following advantages (not nylon):
1. Flame retardant thus safer
2. Polyester ‘breathes’ and makes it ore comfortable to wear
3. Polyester is anti-static so does not attract dust

Polyester spray overall blue-grey
Re-usable and thus washable spray overall with hood and breast pocket. Color blue-grey for minimal reflection in the paint job.
Tyvek disposable spray overall white
Disposable spray overall of the brand Tyvek.

Chemicar disposable spray overall white
Disposable spray overall.

Secura dust mask fine
Dust mask fine with double valve for optimum comfort.
Safety class P2.
Packed 15 pieces in a dispenser box.

Secura spray mask
Comfortable silicone mask (high quality).
Fits tight around the face and does not cause irritation.
With exchangeable gas filtering cartridge and exchangeable dust filtering cartridge.

Personal protection & handcleaners

Profit disc adhesive eraser
Rotation disc made of natural rubber (15mm thick) to be used on a power drill to remove adhesives, stickers or double sided tape without harming the surface underneath.
**Profit Disc adhesive eraser 'Large'**
Rotation disc made of natural rubber (15mm thick) to be used on a power drill to remove adhesives, stickers or double sided tape without harming the surface underneath.

**Hydra Flexi Blade**
Plastic spatula for removing water fast and easy after washing down a vehicle. Does not harm lacquer, no line streaking! Width: 300mm

**Carbrush**
Brush pre-treated with paraffin for dry removal of dust and dirt. No water or sponge necessary, dust is being collected by the brush. Ideal for show room cars!

**Magnetpen**
Telescopic pen with magnetic tip slides out to 640mm in length. Tip lifts up to 2kg - ideal for lifting metal parts from hard to reach places!

**3D spray sample**
For test spraying 'special effects' colours. Black plastic with hang up slot. Dimensions (lxwxh): 230mm x 130mm x 45mm

**Personal protection & handcleaners**

**Cabine Protect for protection of walls**
Transparant, tacky and washable coating for the protection of spraybooth walls against overspray. Product stays tacky in order to hold on to swirling dust.
**Cabine Protect Peelable**

White peelable coating for the protection of spraybooth walls against overspray.

**Boothmask**

Static and paint absorbent white film cut to size in order to be used to protect spraybooth walls against overspray. This method of working is definitely the fastest and since the film is white, so are the walls after application. We advise to purchase 6 to 8 of the pliable/cutable magnets to hold the corners down against the metal walls.

**Chemicar Liquid masking**

Originally designed to protect vehicles against overspray. Biodegradable.

**Floor Protect**

Peelable cellulose based beige floor coating. To be applied to a cleaned floor surface with spray gun, roller or brush. Upon saturation peel off and replace with a new coating.

**Dust Control**

The original and most efficient formula for suppressing dust circulation inside a spray booth. Apply with pressure sprayer in a fine mist over the floor surface. Dust Control will ionize all dust particles to make them drawn together in clusters which makes it too heavy to circulate in the air. One liter treats approx. 200 m². Activation time 5 to 10 working days.

**Cabine Clean**

Paint remover that does not contain methylene chloride for cleaning of floors, tile walls, separation curtains (always test first on a small area), paint prep tables, etc. Apply with brush, allow to activate for +/- 30 minutes and rinse with water. Repeat as many times as needed.

**Cabine Liquid Film**

 Completely transparent peelable coating especially formulated to protect the lighting fixtures inside a spraybooth with a minimum loss of lighting intensity. Coating goes transparent after it has dried completely!
**Cabine Protection Film**

Transparent adhesive film to protect the lighting fixtures inside a spraybooth with a minimum loss of lighting intensity

**Spraybooth filters**

Spraybooth filters of the highest quality, flame extinguishable. Progressive build-up for a better filtering quality and maximum filtering capacity

**Filling & sanding**

**Gapol black filler**

Quality filler for general use and adhesion to all types of metal and plastic. Gapol has a black colour and that offers following features:
- Incorporated sanding guide filler turns grey during sanding
- Incorporating coverage guide black filler visible if not enough primer coverage
- Incorporated sand-through guide black filler visible when sanding through the primer

**Debrasel specialty fillers**

- Alsi 12 cold metal that can be used to replace lead - ideal for corrosion problems!
- Alsi 20 filler specially developed for repair of hard plastic panels
- Alsiplast 3 pack filler system for repair of flexible plastic parts

**Plastic spreaders**

Plastic disposable spreaders.
Dimensions: 116mm x 78mm

**Metal spreaders**

Flexible metal spreaders.
One set is made up of 4 different widths: 50mm, 80mm, 100mm en 120mm.

**Rubber spreaders**

Rubber spreaders are very flexible and give a softer finish.
Dimensions 100mm x 70mm.

**Sanding blocks set 'Velcro'**

Set of sanding blocks contains one ergonomic flat hand grip that can also serve as a base for alternate shapes (2 concave and 3 convex).
By means of the velcro system all alternate shapes can be placed onto the handgrip.
Sanding blocks with extraction

Rectangular sanding blocks with ergonomic handgrip and extraction for use in combination with standard size sanding strips. Sanding strips can be exchanged easy and fast by means of a velcro system.

Sanding pads velcro

Velcro sanding pad SAB 31 for sanding machines type Festo.
Velcro sanding pad SAB 30 for sanding machine stype Rupes and others.
Velcro adaptor pad for softening the sanding pressure.

Kaupp sanding block

Sanding block 210mm x 100mm with clamps to hold rectangular shaped sanding paper. Ergonomic hand grip and suitable for strips 110-115mm. wide and +/ - 270mm long.

Profiler

The profiler is a handy tool for measuring and comparing car body contours - equipped with magnets on one side.

Sanding Pen

Sanding pen with retractable abrasive fiber filling for sanding of small corrosion spots such as stone chip damage. Afterwards the job can be completed with touch up tips (see problem solvers).

Filling & sanding

Wax-Auto wax based rust proofing system

Wax-Auto rust proofing gives an OEM finish, is free of silicone and very clean to use. Products can be applied with pressure pot gun and does not leak of the panel, but does creep inside the cavities over time. Available as transparent coating for us in cavities and a black coating containing a small percentage of bitumen for protection of the underbody.

Wax-Auto Kit sprayable seam sealer

Wax-Auto Kit gives an OEM finish, is free of silicone and paintable wet on wet. Suitable for surface application, spray beads and door beads by means of the special disposable nozzles included.

Wax-Auto sound deadening pads

Self adhesive, sound deadening pads for application inside doors, booths, roof, etc. to prevent vibration sounds. Bitumen based with outside protection layer, very flexible, easy to cut and heat resistant. Each pad can be torn in half due to a perforated line in the middle to make two pads of 25cm x 50cm.
Galvaweld silicium based welding wire

Silicium based welding wire has the important property of having a very low melting point, which gives following advantages:
Less heat development and as a result less deformation, a flatter weld and thus less rework, and lower gas and electricity usage (gas gauge 8 instead of 15). Additionally this welding wire is suitable for use on galvanized and zinc coated panels.

Paint Disc

Nylon grinding wheel reinforced with a powerful grid is strong, durable and flexible. Removes paint down to bare metal without harling the metal. Available in black for standard applications and in blue for heavy duty applications.

Lead

Classic approach but also very durable repair method to finish of welding and filling jobs. Very suitable for restoration work.

Pliogrip plastic repair

Complete set for repair of all types of plastics and polyester. Professional product with a number of OEM recommendations.

Pliogrip metal bonding

Epoxy based glue designed to bond panels of equal or different materials together. Offers an alternative to welding.

Protection for interior & body-work

Wheel covers + dispenser

Wheel covers for protection of wheels
Transparent.
Footmats
For floor protection we offer two types of protection:
Paper footmats will absorb water and dirt, are less resistant.
Plastic footmats are water repellant and stronger - anti-skid coating on top.

Seat covers
For protection of the seat upholstery.
White transparent, size 790mm x 1300mm x 500mm.

Steering Wheel covers
For protection of the steering wheel.
White plastic film with double elastic band.

Gear shift lever covers
For protection of the gear shift lever.
White plastic film with elastic band.

Handbrake covers
For protection of hand break.
White plastic film with elastic band.

Nylon protection covers
Durable and re-usable protection for seats, steering wheel, gearshift lever and handbrake.
Nice finish and presentation. Washable, tear-free, oil and water repellant.
Seat covers can be supplied with custom print/logo as of 100 pieces.
Door foam film
Foam film for finishing and isolating interior door panels as original. Squared adhesive backing to facilitate cutting.

Cover set
Two sets available: Clean set with one seat cover, one footmat, one steering wheel cover, one gear shift lever cover and one hand break cover. Care Kit with one seat cover, one footmat and one steering wheel cover.